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Employability and professionalism coupled with subject-based knowledge and linked skills lie at the heart of
all our programmes. Among a number of things, this brochure notably introduces you to our Sustainable Earth
Institute which encourages inter-disciplinary thinking. Focusing on sustainability, the Institute can provide you
with links to specialists in business management, the natural and built environments, engineering and the arts
and humanities. Plymouth prides itself on being an award-winning University for sustainability. By showing an
interest in our postgraduate programmes, you are taking a very important step in your future career or linking
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modern world within which we live. We are confident that you’ll not regret joining us in the co-production of
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The University of Plymouth delivers high-quality teaching, learning and
outcomes for its students. It consistently exceeds rigorous national quality
requirements for UK higher education.
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PORTFOLIO OF
PROGRAMMES

PLANNING AHEAD

Tamar Estuary – Professor Sean Comber

The School of Geography, Earth and Environmental
Sciences is proud of its tradition of hosting a range of
postgraduate programmes and research
opportunities. These cover a wide spectrum of
activities which contribute to interdisciplinary study
of our planet. Research and teaching in the School
focuses on 5 themes - Sustainable Water, Life on
Land, Healthy Oceans, Resilient Cities and
Communities and Resources and Consumption. We
are a School with experts in planning, human
geography, physical geography, environmental
science, ecology, earth sciences and analytical
chemistry. We also can draw upon “experts”
elsewhere within the University. A significant number
of these experts also have relevant professional
experience and have been practitioners in their areas
of specialism.
Our current portfolio of postgraduate provision
encompasses MSc, MRes and PhD research and so
represents a spectrum of education opportunities
from predominantly taught programmes through
essentially independent research. In some cases,
students’ progress from an MSc or MRes to PhD
research, but independent learning, research and
critical thinking are embedded in all we do at
postgraduate level. Our programmes currently
include not only our long-standing and highly
successful Masters in Planning, Environmental
Consultancy and Sustainable Environmental
Management. We also have MRes/ResM programmes
in Human Geography, Environmental Science and
Sustainable Environmental Management.
All programmes have recently been re-structured and
re-shaped taking into account the outcome of our
own review of the relevant employment sectors and
the appropriate knowledge and professional skills
required by employers. In many cases, the
programmes overlap, which highlights the
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importance of inter-disciplinarily research in terms
of answering what are often referred as “wicked
problems” which are characteristic of environmental
policy issues in the twenty-first century. Some of the
feature articles in this brochure will touch upon such
wicked problems. If you join us, there are a range of
opportunities for field-based, laboratory-based and
professional experience in the workplace. In each
case, Plymouth is well equipped to provide an
excellent educational experience in the region’s
urban and built environment, as well as the natural
and rural landscapes of South West of England; our
excellent laboratory facilities within the School; and
the work-based learning opportunities facilitated
through a dedicated Placements Office. Depending
upon programme and module choice, more technical
or more policy focused pathways through the degree
are possible. Finally, we are proud of our credentials
relating to professional accreditation and links to
Doctoral training centres. Over the last three years
over 90 percent of our graduates have gained
professional employment relevant to their degree.

By 2014, over half (54%) of the world’s population lived
in an urban area and the twenty-first century has been
coined the ‘urban century’ (UN-Habitat, 2008).
Forecasts predict that the global urban population will
increase to 66 per cent by 2050 (6.5 billion), with much
of the expected urban growth taking place in countries
of the developing regions. Planners are therefore
centrally placed to influence future development
through their policies and decisions over individual
development applications as well as their collaboration
with actors, stakeholders and communities. For
example, it is estimated that US$350 trillion will be
spent on urban infrastructure and usage over the next
30 years and it is important that sustainable
development is a defining principle in the planning and
delivery of such investment. Future urban development
must respond to the challenges of an increasing global
economy, the social and environmental inequalities
that can be created as well as the mitigation and
adaptation of a changing climate. Planning has the
potential to contribute to most, if not all, of the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals for 2030.

The planning system in the UK is well established and
has responded to the changing economic, social and
environmental challenges of the twenty-first century
through various reforms. It has been transformed
from its traditional relatively narrow statutory role of
planning and regulating land use to a much wider
remit facilitating action and intervention in the
mediation of space and creation of place (RTPI, 2004).
The emergence of spatial planning, which has a focus
on sustainability, integration, collaboration, inclusion
and place-making, creates a basis for rational choices
over future development. The planning profession is
therefore critical to the future of people’s livelihoods
and well-being on planet earth. The MSc Planning
programme at the University of Plymouth has full
accreditation from the United Kingdom’s Royal Town
Planning Institute and so provides a professional
education to address these real-life challenges both
for UK students and students from overseas.
Dr Stephen Essex

We aim to develop graduates who:
• have thorough knowledge, understanding
and practical knowledge in key areas related
to employability;

Hong Kong – Dr Stephen Essex

• are competent in a wide range of key skills
including laboratory-work and field-work;
• are rational, critical and creative thinkers;
• are confident, adaptable and independent learners
and workers;
• are readily employable with sought after skills
and attributes; and
• are able to play a responsible role in society
tackling local and global issues in the twenty-first
century.
plymouth.ac.uk/study/postgraduate

plymouth.ac.uk/study/postgraduate
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GLOBAL GRADUATES

MSc

PLANNING

"Within a month of completing the MSc at Plymouth,
I secured a job as the line manager for planning,
advice and compliance at county level. This
promotion increased my wage by over £10K and I
am positive that the quality of the MSc had a lot
to do with my appointment."
Jamie Staples – Previous Lead Officer for County Planning, Advice
and Compliance, Buckinghamshire County Council, now working
for Interserve.

Image – Kevin Presland (Atkins)

Designed to offer a comprehensive
understanding of the factors influencing the
formulation and delivery of spatial planning
policy across the built and natural
environments, this programme has full
professional accreditation from the Royal
Town Planning Institute. It therefore provides
a stepping stone to a career as a professional
planner. The programme has been developed
to be taken either full time over one year or
part time over 2.5 years.
Please note that this programme is also available
as a Level 7 Chartered Town Planner Degree
Apprenticeship (MSc Town Planning).
Please refer to: plymouth.ac.uk/study/
apprenticeships/town-planning

Programme Overview
Core modules cover the general foundations of
spatial planning, while the specialism options can be
selected from coastal urban regeneration and rural
planning. Our programme will enable you to develop
a professional career in planning in the public, private
or voluntary sector. We offer a supportive learning
environment which emphasises the critical skills
necessary for professional effectiveness in planningrelated careers and benefits from strong links with
professional practice in the region. MSc Planning
students have access to the MSc Planning base room,
located in the heart of campus, where most of the
lectures and seminars are delivered and which also
acts as a study space for the students on the
programme.

"The MSc Planning was a great fit for us as
international students. The lectures were held by
knowledgeable and inclusive lecturers. Through
the degree we were introduced to a variety of
challenges that one might face in planning and what
we can learn from previous actions taken. The
historic development of planning in the UK was an
important part of the course, and we gained
knowledge on how planning has gradually changed
from focusing on the motor vehicle, towards a focus
on the people between the buildings and sustainable
development. Even though the planning hierarchy is
somewhat different here in Norway, we have been
able to transfer the main principles of planning and
apply our knowledge towards planning for a more
sustainable development. We both work in Bergen
municipality, where our job is to receive planning
applications prepared by planning consultants. Our
job is to make sure that the planning applications are
within the rules and regulations, which is set by the
local government.

We face various challenges, often in regards to
reluctance of private owners to see beyond their
own projects. We feel that the MSc Planning
programme has prepared us for the variety of
challenges that surfaces when planning in the built
environment. Attending the MSc Planning course
gave us an insight to what it means to be a planner.
The modules taught us about the various aspects of
planning. We were encouraged to think critically, be
reflective and recognise the importance of
comprehensive planning.
We are very happy with our experience of the MSc
Planning degree and recommend other international
students to consider University of Plymouth for
further studies."
Ole Petter Løtvedt and Ida Martine Kästel, MSc Planning
graduates in 2015 are now working as planners in Bergen
municipality, Norway.

Career Opportunities
This programme offers a proven professional career
route in local planning authorities, planning
consultancies and the development industry with a
strong record of success. Starting salaries for
graduates are about £20,000+. Chartered town
planners can expect to earn £35,000– £55,000+.

Please scan to access the most up
to date information on our website.
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MSc

Graduate

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSULTANCY

CASE STUDY
Hannah Clarke
Environmental Consultancy graduate

"The MSc honed knowledge and skills gained during
my BSc (Hons) Environmental Science undergraduate
degree at the University of Plymouth and provided
me with direct access to contacts in the industry. The
practical nature and vocational focus of the course
prepared me for my future career as a Catchment
Scientist. "

As part of this industry led course you’ll work with both industry and governments to reduce human impacts and
provide solutions to environmental problems, enabling you to develop practical skills with an eight-week
industry placement built in to the course.
For the last two years Wolf Minerals has hosted students studying for MSc Environmental Consultancy at the
University of Plymouth, and this October a group of 38 students accompanied by Dr. Sean Comber, Associate
Professor (Reader) in Environmental Sciences, visited Drakelands Mine.

James Gilbert, Senior Evidence and Engagement Officer,
Westcountry Rivers Trust.

Develop professional skills that have
compelling and wide reaching benefits for
both business and our natural environment.
With increasing consumer demand for
businesses to handle their impact on natural
resources responsibly, you’ll have the skills
needed to play a positive role in big industry
in the ever expanding profession of
environmental consultancy.

Programme Overview
You’ll become fluent in the latest techniques used by
environmentalist professionals with this hands on
course. Ample field-work opportunities are provided;
you’ll spend a week investigating how environmental
issues have been managed in the South West and
undertake an eight week work placement – many
students are offered permanent positions before
they graduate as a result of this placement. With our
state-of-the-art analytical equipment including our
research vessel Falcon Spirit, you’ll have the facilities
in place to undertake your own environmental impact
assessment and an exciting research project.

Career Opportunities
The vast majority of our graduates are in professional
environmental consultancy jobs within 12 months of
finishing the course, graduate destinations include:
multi-national consultancies, smaller bespoke
ecological consultancies, the Environmental Agency,
Natural England and local environmental NGO’s.
Roughly 20-30% of our graduates end up working with
their placement organisations.

During the visit Hannah Clarke, Wolf Minerals’ Senior Environmental Officer
gave the group a presentation on how her team manages the various
environmental considerations on site which incorporates so much of the
course content and involves: monitoring levels of noise and dust;
water quality and emissions for compliance; restoration and land
management including ongoing tree planting and maintenance,
habitat management, species management and mitigation and
management; and monitoring of minerals waste as well as
hazardous waste. Damian Andrews, Shift Supervisor then gave the
group a tour of the site and provided an overview of the physical
process that takes place from the Processing Plant through to the
Mine Waste Facility.
Hannah Clarke herself is an MSc Environmental Consultancy
graduate and other members of the team, Jessica Easterbrook
and Alex Dawson are both Environmental Officers, also
graduates of Plymouth (BSc Physical Geography and BSc
Physical Geography and Geology and MGeol respectively).
In fact, Matthew Elmer, Wolf’s Junior Environmental
consultant graduated this year from the MSc
Environmental Consultancy, starting in September and
visited Wolf Minerals last year as part of his course.
As former students of University of Plymouth the
entire team at Wolf understand first-hand how
valuable it is to experience the practical application
of elements of the course. Hannah said “the course
provides such a wide range of study units which are
directly applicable to work here and I never imagined
that I would be working with so many of those aspects
in a single role”.
Hannah Clarke has since presented to the Group at University
of Plymouth on ISO: 14001 implementation.
EMPLOYER
Wolf Minerals

JOB TITLE
Senior Environmental Officer

Please scan to access the most up
to date information on our website.
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MSc

MSc

SUSTAINABLE
ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT

Join the MSc in Sustainable Environmental
Management and partake in an exciting
interdisciplinary subject offering a myriad
of graduate professional and research
possibilities. Influence business and
non-profit organisations to help protect
our natural environments and promote
responsible development; assuring our
futures.

HUMAN
GEOGRAPHY
RESEARCH

Programme Overview
Combine disciplines and work where the natural and
social sciences converge. With the breadth of our
scientific research provision; such as marine and
ocean sciences, biosciences and environmental
science, and our excellent research groups such as
the Marine Institute (first, and largest in the UK) and
Centre for Sustainable Transport you’ll have the
opportunity to choose a research area that you’re
passionate about and undertake field work in one of
the many excellent and diverse locations the South
West has to offer. You’ll also benefit from links with
the ‘internationally excellent’ Faculty of Science and
Engineering and the Plymouth Business School.*

Career Opportunities

Explore the diverse and exciting subject of
Human Geography. Geographers are
fascinated by society and environment and
examine how places are understood,
imagined, used, shared and contested by
different peoples. Geographers study the
world at a range of scales, from the local to
the global, and have a keen appreciation of
how places are connected.
Be part of a rich discipline that engages with
a vast range of philosophies and
methodologies in its quest to understand
people’s diverse relationships with the world.

Our graduates have exciting careers in specialist
environmental agencies, local and central
government and environmental consultancies. In this
expanding field the opportunities for global or
freelance careers is possible. All our students
undertake a placement in Semester 2 as part of their
skills development; this often leads onto further
employability and networking opportunities in the
sector after graduation.

institute of Environmental Management and
Assessment (IEMA).
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The aim of this MSc programme is to offer a high
quality and distinctive course that develops students
into critical and effective researchers in Human
Geography. The programme provides training in
qualitative and quantitative research techniques and
develops a critical knowledge of human geography
research. It is delivered in an environment underpinned
by research excellence. Working with a supervisor
you’ll benefit from high levels of contact time and
support as you produce your extended dissertation
and immerse yourself in to a real world issue.

Career Opportunities
With an onus on independent, supervised study you’ll
be prepared for the nature of independent PhD
research and will be able to develop your own indepth research interests which will prime you for
further study. The key skills and knowledge gained in
this course will prime you for jobs in market research,
local government and consultancy.

“With an emphasis on small group teaching
via tutorials and seminars, you'll engage
actively with staff to foster critical thinking
and communication; skills invaluable to a
career in research.”

Accreditations

Please scan to access the most up
to date information on our website.

Programme Overview

Professor Richard Yarwood
Professor of Human Geography

Please scan to access the most up
to date information on our website.
plymouth.ac.uk/study/postgraduate

plymouth.ac.uk/study/postgraduate
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Graduate

MSc

CASE STUDY

ENVIRONMENTAL
GEOCHEMISTRY

Josh Gittins
Sustainable Environmental
Management graduate
"After graduating, within a few weeks I had moved to
the Middle East to start a job as an Environmental
Specialist with a large, multinational engineering and
design firm. From there, I was involved in large
infrastructure projects across Asia and Africa. The
day-to-day was extremely varied, giving me
experience in soil, air and water sampling; diving;
boat handling; and technical report writing for various
clients.

Environmental geochemistry is a multidisciplinary science that seeks to
characterise and understand the sources,
distribution and interactions of chemicals in
the environment. Environmental geochemists
combine broad qualitative knowledge of
environmental systems and state-of-the art
quantitative analytical tools to meet the
challenges of environmental protection and
sustainable resource management.

Another 12-months down the line and I was looking for
a new challenge, and a new career path in research;
so I began studying a PhD at Lancaster University. My
project combines some of my skills at Plymouth, with
others from my time in industry, to explore research
questions on the links between sustainable farming
practices, freshwater quality and the ecology.
What was excellent about both my undergraduate
and postgraduate was the breadth of content the
courses covered. I really felt like I had the opportunity
to sample so many different disciplines and topics,
whilst also having the chance to delve deeper into the
ones I found most interesting. This was very beneficial
for being able to turn my hand to anything in industry
or academia.

“With an emphasis on small group teaching
via tutorials and seminars, you'll engage
actively with staff to foster critical thinking
and communication; skills invaluable to a
career in research.”
Professor Richard Yarwood
Professor of Human Geography

Straight off the bat I managed to secure a role within
the environment sector. I truly believe that not only
the qualifications I received at Plymouth helped me
with this, but the contacts I met, the experiences I
had, and the reputation of the University played a key
part in marketing myself for such a job. As I said
above, the level of support from staff and others at
the University is second to none, and the variety of
content covered on the SEM course was broad and
contemporary, but with enough detail to prepare you
for a post in a variety of research or industry-based
posts."

PHD

Please scan to access the most up
to date information on our website.

Lancaster University
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Programme Overview
The course is designed to prepare graduates for the
workplace by equipping them with a balance of
theoretical knowledge and practical data gathering,
analysis and interpretation. Students undertake
laboratory practical investigations in our analytical
research facility in the first semester alongside
lectures and workshops designed to develop a
broader understanding of environmental studies.
Digital modelling skills and environmental risk analysis
were developed in the second semester. The course
includes a professional skills module inclusive of a
work placement. Students undertake their own
research project in the third semester.

Career Opportunities
Geochemical understanding is highly valued by
employers from a range of fields including environmental
consultancy, mineral resource exploration, water quality,
land quality, civil and geotechnical engineering and
government agencies. Graduates find themselves
working in the field, laboratory or office environment,
providing specialist advice or leading multifaceted
environmental studies. A significant proportion of
graduates successfully secure PhD opportunities to
continue in their chosen research field.
The MSc Environmental Geochemistry programme has
been developed in response to demand for skills in this
discipline area. An emphasis is placed on the
understanding of data quality and uncertainty, learning
from industry professionals and working with students
from our other master’s degree programmes. This
provides an ideal grounding for graduates transitioning
from academia into multidisciplinary working
environments. Students can also steer their degree to
their particular interests via their placement and
project choices.
13

FUNDING

MSc

ENVIRONMENTAL
AND ENGINEERING
GEOLOGY

Join MSc Environmental and Engineering
Geology and be immersed in a unique
interdisciplinary programme combining
environmental sciences and engineering
geology. This programme will give you the
skills to understand, communicate and
collaborate with diverse built environment
practitioners such as civil and
geotechnical engineers, environmental
experts, professional geologists, and
stakeholders; allowing you to develop and
promote sustainable projects.

Please scan to
access the
most up to date
information on
our website.

Programme Overview
This programme combines environmental sciences
with geology to provide an outstanding foundation
for a career in industry and consultancy. By combining
the principles of geology, geotechnical engineering
and engineering geology with environmental
sciences, environmental geochemistry, policy and an
appreciation of new and emerging technologies, you
will develop interdisciplinary approaches to site
investigation, soil and rock characterisation and the
assessment of environmental contamination.
A focus on practical and field-based teaching will give
you the skills to minimise the environmental impact
and promote the sustainable development of the built
environment.

Career Opportunities
This degree programme will equip you with the skills
needed to work in a range of technical roles
associated with the built environment for engineering
consultancies, regional and national government
agencies and councils, non-government
organisations and charitable bodies that are working
to understand ground conditions and the impact of
infrastructure projects past, present and future on
the natural environment.

Alumni Discount

How do I apply for a loan?

An alumni discretionary award is available if you are:

You can apply online for a loan to Student Finance
England online at www.gov.uk/postgraduateloan.
Applications can be made up to nine months after the
start date of the programme.

• a graduate of the University of Plymouth;
• enrolled on a full-time or part-time taught
postgraduate programme on which a postgraduate
fee is charged and no student loan is available;
• self-funded;
• part funded/sponsored the discount will apply
to the self-funded element of the tuition fee only.
For more information on alumni fees and funding,
contact our alumni team at alumni@plymouth.ac.uk.
Worshipful Company of Water Conservators Award
One award of £5000 is available to a student applying
for the Environmental or Sustainable Environmental
Management programmes and who has a track
record and interest in the water industry and aquatic
environments.
For more information visit plymouth.ac.uk/schools/
school-of-geography-earth-and-environmentalsciences/water-conservators-student-award
Postgraduate Loans (PGL)
The government has introduced a non-means tested
loan, the loan is paid directly to you as a contribution
towards the cost of postgraduate studies and can be
spent on tuition fees, accommodation, books, general
living expenses etc. Visit plymouth.ac.uk/postgraduate
to find out more.
Am I eligible?
You must be under the age of 60 at the commencement
of the course.
Loans are available for both full-time and part-time
study. And funding will be given to MSc and MRes
programmes of study. Postgraduate loans are not
available if you have an equivalent or higher level
qualification already with the exception of PgDip
or PGCE).

Please scan to access the most up
to date information on our website.
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When am I expected to repay the loan and what
interest rate will I be charged?
The loan is repayable but not until you have left or
finished your course and your income is over £21,000
a year. Visit www.gov.uk/postgraduateloan to find out
more about repayment.
Professional and Career Development Loans are bank
loans to help pay for courses and training that help
with your career or help get you into work. You may be
able to borrow between £300 and £10,000. Loans are
usually offered at a reduced interest rate and the
government pays interest while you’re studying.
Is there any financial support for International
Students?
Yes, there are a range of scholarships available for our
international applicants plymouth.ac.uk/study/fees/
scholarships-bursaries-and-funding/internationalstudents. We also offer a £2,000 alumni discount for
our international students who wish to progress from
undergraduate to postgraduate studies with the
University.
Care Leavers Bursary
Our care leaver bursary is an annual £2,000 nonrepayable grant. It is available to postgraduate
students on taught courses at University of Plymouth
who are care leavers or are current Foyer (or similar
residential housing) residents and satisfy the
eligibility criteria. Visit plymouth.ac.uk/postgraduate
to find out more.
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PLACEMENTS

PLACEMENT PARTNERS
& GRADUATE DESTINATIONS

“Westcountry Rivers Trust (WRT) and the University of Plymouth have forged a good working
relationship over recent years and have combined on a number of projects with some
students going on to gain employment at WRT. The insight and knowledge that students can
bring to the organisation is invaluable and the opportunities made available by the trust can
help both WRT and the University of Plymouth move forward together in the fields of
research, practical delivery and problem solving.”

Some examples of employer and placement organisations our students have worked at:

Matthew Healey
River Officer for Westcountry Rivers Trust

Acorn Ecology Ltd
www.acornecology.co.uk

Marine Ecological Surveys
www.mesltd.co/

Atkins
www.atkinsglobal.com/en-gb

MBA
www.mba.ac.uk

Babcock
www.babcockinternational.com

Mott MacDonald
www.mottmac.com

Crestwood, Wolverhampton
www.crestwoodenvironmental.co.uk

National Marine Aquarium,
www.national-aquarium.co.uk

Devon Biodiversity Records Centre
www.dbrc.org.uk

Natural England
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/naturalengland

Devon County Council
www.new.devon.gov.uk
Devon Wildlife Trust
www.devonwildlifetrust.org
EAD Ltd
www.eadconsult.co.uk
Eco Sulis Ltd,
www.ecosulis.co.uk
Enterprisemouchel
www.enterprisemouchel.com
Environment Agency
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/		
environment-agency
FSC Slapton NNR
www.field-studies-council.org/centres/slapton/
slaptonley.aspx
Green Ecology Ltd
www.green-ecology.co.uk
Arcadis (International)
www.arcadis.com/en/global/

“We really value the opportunity of taking on placement students from the university as their
range of skills help us to enhance the natural infrastructure and environment of Plymouth.”
Chris Avent
Natural Infrastructure Officer (Planning) for Plymouth City Council

Land Use Consultants
www.landuse.co.uk
Langage Farm
www.langagefarm.com
Living Coasts
www.livingcoasts.org.uk
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Parsons Brinkerhoff Ltd
www.pbworld.com
Plymouth City Council
www.plymouth.gov.uk
Plymouth Marine Lab
www.pml.ac.uk
Richard Green Ecology
www.richardgreenecology.co.uk
Royal Haskoning DHV
www.royalhaskoningdhv.com/en/united-kingdom
RSPB Cornwall
www.rspb.org.uk/groups/cornwall
South Devon AONB
www.southdevonaonb.org.uk
South West Water
www.southwestwater.co.uk
West Country Rivers Trust,
www.wrt.org.uk
Astra Zeneca
www.astrazeneca.co.uk/home
European Copper Institute
www.copperalliance.eu
Really Green Credentials
www.reallygreencredentials.com/
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SUSTAINABILITY –
IT’S IN OUR NATURE

SUSTAINABLE
EARTH INSTITUTE

The University of Plymouth is fantastically
situated to explore many amazing places.
It is a great university for those interested in
studying/researching during the week and
getting out into nature at the weekends!

GET INVOLVED!
Whilst you are at the University, we
encourage you to take advantage of our
Sustainable Earth Institute.

• National Parks: It is home to two national parks;
Dartmoor and Exmoor National Park. Both are wild
open moorlands, with woodlands, river valleys, a
rich history and rare wildlife. Great for walking,
cycling, horse riding, camping, canoeing, climbing
and lots more!

• Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB):
An AONB is exactly what it says it is: an outstanding
landscape whose distinctive character and natural
beauty are so precious that it is safeguarded in the
national interest. In the South West, we have 13
AONBs!

• UNESCO Natural World Heritage Site: Jurassic
Coast is a 95 mile stretch of coast between
Exmouth in East Devon and Studland Bay in Dorset.
It is a site of outstanding international importance
for Earth Science, with the layers of sedimentary
rocks revealing the history of the Earth across 185
million years and forming a near complete record
of the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous periods.

• South West England beaches: South West England
is justly famous for its diverse and intriguing
coastline and beaches. Cornwall and Devon's
rugged north shores, which receive the brunt of
uninterrupted Atlantic weather systems, are a
mecca for surfers in the UK. Calmer seas, crystal
clear waters, large sandy beaches and beautiful
secluded coves can be found on the south coast.

• The SEI holds events and workshops throughout
the year, which you will be able to attend. For
example we have recently had evening talks from
Sir Tim Smit (Founder of the Eden Project),
Professor Iain Boyd (DEFRA Chief Scientist) and
George Monbiot (Guardian journalist).
• The SEI also has an annual conference that brings
together research and action and recent key note
speakers include: Sir Mark Walport (UK
Government Chief Scientist), Wendy Darke (former
BBC Natural History Unit), and Craig Bennett (CEO,
Friends of the Earth).

Sustainable Earth Institute
sei@plymouth.ac.uk
Centre for Sustainable Futures
csf@plymouth.ac.uk

• UNESCO Global Geopark: In September 2007, the
English Riviera received international recognition for
its rich geological, historical and cultural heritage by
becoming a UNESCO Global Geopark. Situated
within the stunning, rolling hills of South Devon,
Torbay's geology has created the beautiful coastline
of today, which fundamentally links the rich diversity
of landscape with wildlife, people and culture.
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• The Future Leaders Programme is open to any
students with an interest in helping to lead
sustainability education. Working in partnership
with the Centre for Sustainable Futures and in an
informal team setting, your vision and enterprise
will help us to innovate new learning opportunities
both within and beyond the campus. The
programme also provides you with personal
development opportunities to develop your
leadership, creativity, teamwork and
communication skills.

plymouth.ac.uk/study/postgraduate

plymouth.ac.uk/study/postgraduate
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MRes

ResM

SUSTAINABLE
ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT

Explore where social, political and economic
issues converge with sustainability and
natural science. With a focus on practical
teaching and proactive modules which see
you undertaking field work and developing
your extended dissertation project you’ll
become an expert both broadly and in a
specific area close to your interests. You’ll
also benefit from our research groups, such
as the Marine Institute and the Centre for
Sustainable Transport.
“I chose to do my research dissertation on
strategic environmental assessment and
gained a considerable amount of experience
developing my own ideas and concepts and
making contacts. I subsequently gained
employment as Biodiversity Action Plan
Officer with Scottish Natural Heritage,
largely on the basis of my knowledge of
international environment policy and my
dissertation topic.”
Kathrina Mannion, currently Senior Policy Officer, Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

OPPORTUNITIES

Programme Overview
The MRes Sustainable Environmental Management
course will provide you with a broad knowledge base
that will support your research into a key area of your
choice; with a range of optional modules you’re in
control of your learning. Teaching staff are researchactive, so you’ll explore issues that are contemporary
and garner skills that are in demand by research
groups and future employers. Working with a
supervisor you’ll benefit from high levels of contact
time and support as you produce your extended
dissertation and immerse yourself in to a real world
issue.

Career Opportunities
This masters route particularly suits those who are
interested in a career in research or who wish to
undertake further study to PhD level. You’ll also be
primed to pursue a career in consultancy and work
with specialist environmental agencies, government
organisations and NGO’s.

Accreditations

Benefit from the support of our expert academic and
technical staff across the range of disciplines within
the school, while our unique location and varied
laboratories can assist you in the undertaking of your
research project.
You may have an existing area of interest that you’d
like to build on further from your undergraduate
dissertation or be passionate about an emerging
area of natural or social science. To find out about
our academic team’s area of expertise and find a
suitable project supervisor please visit plymouth.ac.
uk/schools/school-of-geography-earth-andenvironmental-sciences/staff-directory and review
our staff profiles.

Programme Overview
Each of our ResM programmes will provide you with
the opportunity to conduct research alongside
research active academic staff at the forefront of
their subject discipline. Research project
opportunities can include combinations of
laboratory and field work with access to high
specification analytical facilities and excellent field
sites here and overseas. In addition, you must
undertake 40 credits of taught content that can be
chosen from across our portfolio of M-level
programmes.
Potential research topics could be as diverse as
investigating acid mine water and contamination,
peatland degradation and restoration, geological
hazards (earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunamis), past or
present climates and impacts of future climate
change, the geomorphology of Mars, how to
effectively communicate science or developing
carbon budgets for transport systems!

Career Opportunities
These masters’ routes particularly suit those who are
interested in a career in research or who wish to
undertake further study to PhD level. You’ll also be
primed to pursue a career in consultancy and work
with specialist environmental agencies, government
organisations and NGO’s.

Institute of Environmental Management and
Assessment (IEMA)

Please scan to access the most up
to date information on our website.
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Develop advanced research skills, explore
a topic in depth or prime yourself for further
study at PhD level by undertaking a research
masters (ResM); these 18-month research
intensive courses allow you to strengthen
your subject knowledge and build an area of
your own expertise.

For the most up to date information
on what we can offer, please scan here.
plymouth.ac.uk/study/postgraduate

plymouth.ac.uk/study/postgraduate
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REWILDING

CARBON NET ZERO

In an era of rapid and escalating environmental
change rewilding has emerged as a unique
and increasingly popular form of ecological
restoration. It broadly aims to create healthy,
functioning ecosystems across multiple scales
that are better able to respond to global
environmental change.
There are a number of different versions of ‘rewilding’
that can be loosely distinguished into four categories.
Pleistocene rewilding often garners most media
attention and aims to restore ecosystem processes
lost through Pleistocene extinctions. The ‘woolly
mammoth’ approach to rewiliding if you will. The Three
C’s approach however emphasises the protection,
restoration and connection of core areas of
‘wilderness’, whilst Trophic Rewilding is an ecological
restoration strategy that uses species reintroductions
to restore top-down trophic interactions to promote
self-regulating biodiverse ecosystems. The fourth,
rewilding through the creation of Novel Ecosystems,
does not focus on holding or returning to a historical
baseline but is embedded with a strategy that accepts
that novel ecosystems crated through rewilding will be
different from any past analogs. While diverse in their
conceptual and practical application, each of these
approaches seeks to restore more functional
ecosystems, either through maintaining or increasingly
biodiversity, and/or by reducing or reversing human
impacts on the environment.

Climate change is now recognised as one of
the pivotal challenges facing humanity in the
twenty-first century. Following decades of
debate on the causes and effects of climate
change – and even its very existence –
attention has crystallised around the concept
of net-zero emissions and restricting
increases in global mean temperatures to
within 1.5°C of pre-industrial levels as key
measures of “success” in combatting climate
change.
Research at the University of Plymouth is at the
forefront of developing practical actions to help
businesses and communities deliver net-zero
aspirations and critical examination of the politics and
philosophies of net zero. The University is host to the
Low Carbon Devon project, a £2.6 million programme
supported by the European Regional Development
Fund to support Devon-based organisations to access
research, business support, and engage with the
low-carbon agenda. Plymouth academics have also
been active participants in the Devon Climate
Emergency Task Force, an independent group of
experts convened by Devon County Council to
develop and advise on a strategy for achieving net
zero emissions by 2050.

The development of any new conservation practice
such as rewilding also raises a series of political, social,
and ethical questions. Whilst rewilding can enhance
biodiversity it can also bring social, economic and
cultural impacts to marginal rural areas and/or urban
communities. Therefore understanding the effects of
rewilding initiatives on cultural landscapes as well as
potential socio-economic impacts is vital to the
development of a conservation practice that takes into
consideration the importance of social justice to the
communities within which it is situated.

Other research at Plymouth has explored the political
challenges of achieving net zero at the national,
European and international levels through work on the
role of national climate change acts, the evolution of
policy frameworks to promote renewable energy and
sustainable transport, and the development of carbon
and other environmental markets to create financial
incentives to reduce emissions.
Further areas of research draw attention to the need
to avoid compartmentalising climate change as a
separate problem from issues of biodiversity loss,
flood risk and management, and sustainable
development. Plymouth research examining these
connections includes work investigating connections
between climate change, agricultural practices and
soil erosion, climatic and human factors shaping past
and contemporary changes in forest cover and carbon
sinks in peatland, and approaches for improving the
resilience of communities to the effects of climate
change.

At Plymouth within Geography we have a variety of
academic staff at the forefront of research that
examines the phenomenon of rewilding and its
impacts on both environments and communities.
Dr Kim Ward
Lecturer in Human Geography
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DOCTORAL
RESEARCH

POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMME
FUNDING
We offer PhD studentship funding on a competitive
basis in all areas of research focus. Studentships are
advertised internationally and come from a range of
funders, each with their own entry requirements.
Studentships are usually advertised through the
autumn and spring of the preceding academic year
but may come up at any point within the academic year.
We will also encourage applications from prospective
students with their own funding.
ARIES Doctoral Programme

Research in the School covers Earth
Sciences, Geography, Environmental Science
and Chemistry. We aim to create and support
high quality research opportunities that
attract the best talents and build capacity for
future high quality international research in
the disciplines covered by our school.
Most of our staff are at the cutting edge of research
– as shown by our performance in the most recent
national assessment of UK research (REF2014) and our
researchers have access to our world-class analytical
and fieldwork facilities that underpin both our
teaching and research.
Our research is associated with several research
Centres and Institutes:
The Centre for Research in Earth Sciences (CRES)
brings together an outstanding research team that
spans the spectrum of Earth science disciplines from
structural geology, palaeomagnetism, volcanoes,
landslides and geomorphology to the evolution of life
on Earth. Our main research themes include active
tectonics and geohazards; formation and
deformation of Earth and planetary materials; modern
landscapes and climate change; Earth history and
palaeoclimates. The complementary skills and
knowledge of CRES researchers ensures an
interdisciplinary approach to the scientific study and
analysis of key Earth science issues that are of broad
concern to society.
The Biogeochemistry Research Centre (BGC)
encompasses the expertise of biogeochemistry,
ecology and environmental analytical chemistry.
Areas of active research interest include the
identification of molecular contaminants in both
industrial and environmental contexts; the origins and
fate of trace metals and organic components in
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marine and atmospheric environments; the
development organic chemical proxies of polar sea
ice and the reconstruction of palaeo-environments
using organic chemical biomarkers, the study of the
transport and behaviour of carbons and nutrients in
soils and peatlands.
The Centre for Research on Environment and Society
(CeRES) has a geographical focus on three linked
fundamental elements, namely environment-society
interactions, environmental processes and change,
and their governance through regulation,
management policies and stakeholder involvement.
The centre blends the traditions of the natural
sciences (physical geography) and social sciences
and humanities (human geography, politics). Much of
the work that the centre is engaged with is
interdisciplinary. Major research themes include
catchment and river science, the study of Quaternary
landscapes and environments; environment,
development and governance; society, culture and
mobility.
Further details of our research and research centres
may be found here: plymouth.ac.uk/schools/schoolof-geography-earth-and-environmental-sciences/
research
The School is open and welcoming to PhD students,
who make full use of the vibrant, modern student
centred city that has the coast, moors and beautiful
countryside within easy reach. We encourage
students interested in PhD and MPhil/MRes research
to contact us. For informal discussions please
contact: geesenquiries@plymouth.ac.uk

plymouth.ac.uk/study/postgraduate

ARIES is a Natural Environment Research Council
(NERC) funded Doctoral Training Partnership (DTP)
between the Universities of Plymouth, East Anglia,
Essex, Kent and Royal Holloway University of London.
ARIES stands for Advanced Research and Innovation
in the Environmental Sciences and the programme is
designed to address scientific excellence within five
overlapping research themes; designed to tackle major
issues relating to UN Sustainable Development Goals,
the UK’s Clean Growth Strategy and DEFRA’s 2018 goals
in the UK’s ‘25 Year Environment Plan’. Research themes
for the DTP include: Ecology and biodiversity; Marine,
atmospheric and climate science; Geosciences,
resources and environmental risk; Environmental
genomics and microbiology; Agri-environments and
water.
ARIES offers a minimum of 75 fully funded PhD
studentships over five student cohorts, each cohort
begins their studies in October each year. ARIES allows
access to facilities and colleagues across 5 universities
and 9 research centres.
ESRC South West Doctoral Programme
The ESRC’s South West Doctoral Training Partnership
(SWDTP) is a collaboration between the University of
Plymouth, University of Bristol, University of Bath,
University of Exeter and the University of the West
of England (UWE) and supports doctoral students by
developing not only their research skills, but by offering
a wide range of training, placements, activities and
events as well.
The SWDTP funds 45 fully funded studentships from the
Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) that are
available through twelve disciplinary pathways that
span the social sciences, including human geography.
Students with a master’s degree that fulfils the ESRC’s
training requirements may apply for a MPhil/PhD on the
three-year (+3) route. Students without a suitable
masters must apply for a Master’s in Human Geography
Research followed by three-year MPhil/PhD (1+3 route).
plymouth.ac.uk/study/postgraduate

Here at Plymouth research in human geography
has focused on, but is not confined to, the following
themes: big data and quantitative methods; culture,
landscape and nature; migration, identity and place;
mobility and transport; risk and resilience; spatial
planning and governance.
GeoNetZero Centre for Doctoral Training
Led and administered by Heriot-Watt University,
the GeoNetZero CDT is a partnership of 12 academic
institutions comprising Aberdeen, Birmingham,
Dundee, Durham, Exeter, Heriot-Watt, Keele,
Newcastle, Nottingham, Plymouth, Royal Holloway and
Strathclyde. In partnership with NEO Energy funding
for up to 16 studentships is available with an extensive
industry-funded training programme.
The focus of the CDT is to train the next generation
of geoscientists to tackle the challenge of sustainable
resource management and the crucial role the
subsurface will play in the low-carbon energy transition
towards a net zero carbon economy. The research
undertaken under the remit of the CDT covers the full
spectrum of topics from carbon capture and storage
and geothermal energy to sustainable oil and gas
resource management.
Centre for Doctoral Training in Sustainable
Management of UK Marine Resources
The newest doctoral training centre (CDT SuMMeR)
is focused on the sustainable management of the
marine and coastal zones. The CDT has been designed
to deliver the next generation of researchers needed
to support governmental and non-governmental
sectors to ensure sustainable management of our
marine resources. Research topics will focus critical
topics of international importance, including enabling
biodiversity gains and delivering Net Zero, enhancing
coastal protection and supporting coastal
communities, pioneering marine technology and
fostering a sustainable marine economy.
Led by the University of Plymouth with Exeter, Bangor,
Heriot-Watt and the Plymouth Marine Laboratory, the
Marine Biological Association, the CDT will support 16
studentships per year.

Please scan to access the most up
to date information on our website.
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ANALYTICAL
FACILITIES

The School of Geography Earth and Environmental
Science operates three complementary ISO: 9001
certified analytical testing facilities:
• Analytical Research Facility (ARF)
• Consolidated Radioisotope Facility (CORiF)
• Environmental and Fluid Modelling Group (EFMG)
The Consolidated Radio-isotope Facility (CORiF) is a
dedicated laboratory for the manipulation and
analysis of natural and enhanced radioactive materials
and applications of radioactivity in material analysis.
Radioanalytical instrumentation comprises three
state-of-the-art gamma spectrometers and two liquid
scintillation counters. Geochemical analyses are
undertaken using a wavelength dispersive X-ray
fluorescence (WD XRF) spectrometer with associated
fusion machine and pellet press. Advanced
radiochemical and geochemical facilities are
complemented by a laser granulometer. The Facility
houses a wide range of associated equipment for
processing and preparation of any sample type.
CORiF has a license to hold and dispose of alpha, beta
and gamma radionuclides which are used to support
many of applications in research and consultancy.
Data quality is assured through regular participation in
external proficiency tests: e.g. Max Rübner Institute
(MRI), Germany; National Physical Laboratory (NPL),
UK; International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Austria
(data available on request).
The Analytical Research Facility specialises in
elemental and isotopic analysis and comprises a Class
100 clean laboratory for trace analysis and an
extensive equipment base, including modern
Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(ICP-MS) and Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical
Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES) instrumentation and
preparation rooms. The Environmental and Fluid
Modelling Group (EFMG) facilities support the
experimental characterisation and modelling of
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porous materials. The standard approach adopted by
the research group uses a combination of high
precision instrumental techniques to obtain void
structure information spanning the micro (<2 nm) to
macro scale (>50 nm), which is then explicitly modelled
using the in-house software, PoreXpert, and other
modelling tools. Examples of work conducted at EFMG
include: porous structures of nuclear graphite in
Advanced Gas-Cooled nuclear reactors; pollutants
and nutrients in soil; high-performance filters for
environmental, industrial and medical applications.
high-performance carbonate- based paper coatings.
In addition to the ISO 9001 facilities the school offers
exclusive access to a full suite of environmental
analytical chemistry facilities including:
•	Class 100 air controlled clean rooms and
processing labs for trace analysis and sample
treatment (e.g., size fractionation, digestion)
•	Molecular analytical labs with GC, HPLC, LC-MS and
GC-MS research facilities
•	Open-access spectroscopy suite with FTIR, NMR,
UV-Vis, and Fluorescence spectroscopy.
•	CHN analyser and Shimadzu TOC-V instrument for
the determination of total organic carbon (TOC),
dissolved organic carbon (DOC), dissolved
inorganic carbon (DIC) and total dissolved nitrogen
(TDN).
•	Segmented flow macronutrient analyser for nitrate/
nitrite, ammonia, phosphate, silicate and bromide
determination.

plymouth.ac.uk/study/postgraduate

plymouth.ac.uk/study/postgraduate
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PLYMOUTH

Plymouth is known as Britain’s ‘Ocean
City’ on the south coast of Devon.
Our campus is conveniently located in
the vibrant city centre, and you live and
study at the heart of a thriving student
community.

You can ﬁnd plenty of shopping opportunities, amazing
student nightlife and stunning beaches on your
doorstep. From the breathtaking coastal views of
Plymouth Hoe to the buzzing atmosphere of the
Barbican, there is always something to see and do here.

City culture
A short walk from campus takes you to the Hoe, where
you can ﬁnd beautiful views across Plymouth Sound
and the famous Smeaton’s Tower lighthouse. Take a
stroll down the promenade and enter the Barbican,
Plymouth’s old town and historic heart.
As you explore its cobbled streets, make sure you
check out the vintage shops, galleries and eateries.
You can also find the Plymouth Gin Distillery as well as
the National Marine Aquarium on Sutton Harbour
– both perfect for a rainy day.
Not far from the Barbican is the Royal William Yard. Its
stunning waterfront views are something to remember,
and with events like outdoor theatre shows, open-air
cinema screenings and festivals, it’s fast becoming the
number one lifestyle destination in Plymouth.
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The Box

Events

The City Museum & Art Gallery, former Central Library
and St Luke’s Church have undergone a multimillionpound redevelopment that celebrates Plymouth’s role
in shaping world history. The Box, in partnership with
the University, is a major international cultural attraction
with a lively piazza, permanent galleries and high-profile
exhibitions, including British Art Show 9, plus a
dedicated University teaching and research room.

There are lots of events to get excited about throughout
the year. Plymouth hosts food festivals such as Flavour
Fest, and regular farmers’ markets where you can
sample local produce of the South West. If you’re in
Plymouth in the summer, the world-famous British
Firework Championships are not to be missed. You also
have the famous Boardmasters festival in Cornwall.

Shopping and entertainment
Plymouth is a dream shopping location for students.
Across the city centre, there’s a wide range of highstreet names and independent retailers waiting to
welcome you. Have a wander around Drake Circus,
an exciting venue with more than 75 retailers – many
of which offer student discounts. The Barcode is a new
introduction to Plymouth’s entertainment and leisure
scene. The £53 million development includes a
14-screen cinema with an IMAX digital projection
system and 4DX screen plus two 18-hole indoor
adventure golf courses and popular restaurants.

Explore Devon and Cornwall
By living and studying in Plymouth you have the
opportunity to explore the stunning beaches and
beautiful countryside Devon and Cornwall have
to offer. Regular boat trips leave from the Barbican to
places like Cawsand, Mount Edgcumbe and the Royal
William Yard. Only 30 minutes’ drive from the University
campus is Dartmoor National Park.
The surrounding landscape has stunning views,
awe-inspiring granite tors and deep wooded valleys.
Or why not take a road trip to Cornwall to the largest
indoor rainforest in the world at the Eden Project.

PLYMOUTH IS
SURROUNDED BY
120 MILES OF
STUNNING
COASTLINE AND

OVER 50
BEACHES

TRANSFORMING LIVES THROUGH EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
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The University is recognised
as an innovative leader in higher
education for sustainability,
across teaching and learning,
research and our University
operations.

(active HE and FE students
based on the Plymouth
campus in 2018 –19)

Sustainability is embedded within our new Strategy
2030, and we work across the University to support
financial, social and environmental sustainability
activity across our entire business. This is where we
can have the greatest impact. We research solutions
for global problems. We innovate in our teaching and
learning to equip graduates with the attributes
necessary for applying sustainability principles in
their civic and professional lives. We ensure that we
operate a sustainable estate.

Another flagship project is our Sustainability Hub
on campus. This environment creates a research,
education and collaboration space for staff, students
and external partners, housing the University’s
Sustainable Earth Institute and Centre for Sustainable
Futures. The building has been designed to SKA Gold
standard, an environmental design standard for
refurbishment projects, featuring sustainable
construction installations including green walls and
solar photovoltaics.

Climate emergency

The University has joined major initiatives including
the WRAP (Waste and Resources Action Programme)
UK Plastics Pact, Plymouth City Council’s Plan for
Plastics and Surfers Against Sewage (SAS) Plastic
Free Coastlines.

In 2019 the University declared a climate emergency,
aiming to achieve net zero emissions (from scope 1 &
2) by 2025, fast tracking our existing carbon reduction
targets. To date we have reduced emissions by 48%
from 1990, placing us in a great position to meet or
exceed a number of sector and government targets.

A sustainable campus
Our work to create a sustainable campus focuses on
the areas of carbon, waste, water, transport,
biodiversity and food, with targets for each to ensure
we reduce our impact on the natural environment as
far as possible.

Award-winning projects
Over 65% of courses cover an aspect of sustainability
content or pedagogical approach, including specialist
provision on sustainability topics. Existing course
curricula have been developed to incorporate
elements of sustainability. This has included the
Higher Education Academy-funded Catalyst project.
We received the Guardian University Award for
Sustainability in 2018 for an international project that
has pioneered the introduction of climate change
teaching into the nursing curriculum. NurSusTOOLKIT
was created by academics in the School of Nursing
and Midwifery, working with colleagues in Design,
and Teaching and Learning, to challenge students to
think about sustainability issues in new and practical
contexts.
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48%

19,645

SUSTAINABILITY
AT PLYMOUTH
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We run a Ditch the Disposables initiative, offering
discounts to those who bring their own cups into
our cafés, and we have no plastic straws in campus
outlets or the Students’ Union. We are proud to
support local, sustainable and Fairtrade food in our
cafés and hospitality services and are committed
to continually developing a sustainable food culture.

Single-use plastics

5%

32%
of staff take
public transport
to the University

4.0m3

27%

2018–19

50%
2018–19

Reduction in water
consumption since
2005–06

• introduced a 20p discount on any takeaway hot 		
drink bought in your own reusable cup, saving 		
over 10,000 cups between February and 		
September 2018

Students get involved

• promoted water fountains across campus to refill
water bottles

Future Leaders Programme

• ensured all disposables in University cafés are 		
biodegradable.

Zero landfill university
The University sends almost no waste to landfill
apart from occasional construction waste such as
asbestos, which cannot currently be recycled or
incinerated.
Our non-recyclable waste goes to the energy plant
at Devonport in Plymouth. Incineration produces less
greenhouse gases and, most importantly, less
methane than landfill, generating electricity and heat
in the process. The steam is used to heat the
dockyard and the naval base, and the majority of the
electricity is used there too with excess going back
to the grid.

Our ‘students as partners in sustainability education’
initiative offers study-linked, extracurricular activities
including the following.

This is open to students with an interest in helping to
lead sustainability education. Working in partnership
with the Centre for Sustainable Futures, you help to
innovate new learning opportunities both within and
beyond the campus.

Student Sustainability Ambassadors
This scheme provides opportunities to get involved in
a variety of sustainability education projects linked to
the local community.

Our green credentials
We have received five Green Gown Awards and three
Guardian University Awards for our work to embed
sustainability throughout our campus and courses.

The University is committed to reducing the use of
single-use plastics throughout its operations and
to supporting the world-leading research that our
academics are delivering, in particular in the area of
marine environments and microplastics. As a society
we face a growing problem with plastic and other
waste, and at the University we feel the impact of this,
trying to deliver our target to reduce waste with a
growing campus and an increasingly throw-away
society. We have implemented a number of
successful schemes so far. We have:
• b
 anned plastic straws in all University and 		
Students’ Union cafés
• r eplaced plastic water bottles for hospitality
with glass bottles and jugs of water
TRANSFORMING LIVES THROUGH EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
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The planet’s average surface temperature has risen about 1.2 degrees since
the late 19th century. The years 2016 and 2020 are tied for the warmest year
on record and every year since 2014 has ranked in the top ten.

For more information or
to book a place visit :
plymouth.ac.uk/pgopenday

This publication went to print in March 2022. Every effort has been
made to ensure the accuracy of the information in this publication.
However, as our courses and services are regularly reviewed and
updated, some details may change.

For further information regarding
the School of Geography, Earth
and Environmental Sciences,
please scan here.

The University is committed to the promotion
of equality and diversity. If you require this
publication in an alternative format, please
contact us on +44 (0)1752 585858

DPC22045

Please check our website at
plymouth.ac.uk
for the latest information.

